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Dear Students,
“Education is the most important weapon which you can use to change 
the world” 

-Nelson Mandela

 I firmly believe that one of the most important ages in our life is the prime of 
youth which we all invest in education, and such a crucial moment obviously raises 
expectations about the multiple forms of returns during the rest of our lives. Here, 
I would like to say that just as the selection of a right field of study for future career 
is a great challenge, so is the choice of a college for professional degrees like BBA, 
BBM, BBS and MBS.

 Business Management is about more than what we assume as a comfortable 
corporate office—the big swivel chairs and a handsome salary and the accompanying 
perk; it is all about understanding the delicate balance that exists among people, 
raw material, information, technology, market force and national law. The courses, 
thus, must take into account these factors. Additionally, there must be a spotlight on 
the grooming of the students’ total personality so that they may become confident, 
acceptable and effective leaders in the globalized business environment.

 D.A.V.’s vision is to produce such manpower which can provide assertive 
leadership. Our mission is to understand and anticipate the needs of the corporate 
community. The TU curriculum offered here at D.A.V. along with non-credit courses 
and programs like personality development, communication skill, on-the-job training, 
case study, business tour and presentation skill development helps turn out the desired 
kind of manpower.

 If the goal is to climb up the corporate ladder, to start your own business, 
to improve your managerial skills, to make a business career or to pursue higher 
studies in Management, then D.A.V. College is the right place to go to. The 
conferring of the National Business Schools Rating-Ranking-Awards for the Best 
Undergraduate B-School (2014, 2017, 2018 & 2019 A.D.) on D.A.V. and the placement 
of the college’s graduates in enviable positions bolster my statement.

 On this upbeat note, I wish the forthcoming students a time of great achievements 
at D.A.V.. The college, I assure, leaves no stone unturned in putting in cent percent effort in 
unraveling and maximizing the potential of its students.

ANIL KEDIA
Chairman

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN



MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVES
 The aspiration of the Higher Education system has taken a colossal step forward in recent years. The scope of 
the education is no more restricted within the text book knowledge. The relevance of soft and hard skill trainings, value 
based education, case and research orientation and alike have become the backbone of education system. In the 
Nepalese context too, these parameters have started to have a significant positioning where D.A.V. College has played 
a role of a proud initiator. 
 D.A.V. College, since its inception, has been well committed in imparting academic excellence in order to develop 
cutting edge competent business professionals and entrepreneurs by generating thought provoking ideas that question 
and influence the intellectual milieu. Besides the prescribed T.U. curriculum, an environment at the college reinforces and 
inspires for innovation and optimism. The Incubation and Management Lab has provided the students with the requisites 
to self grooming and develop entrepreneurial psyche. Meanwhile, the Mind Mapping Approach adopted by the college 
has encouraged its students to uplift their caliber through the participation in college initiated and student and student 
club initiated activities. The undergraduate degrees of this institution have been able to achieve the Best Undergraduate 
B-School Award (National Business Schools Rating Ranking Awards: 2014, 2017, 2018 and 2019) repeatedly courtesy 
of the mission statement of the college.
 With the joint effort of the well renowned business personalities, competent market driven faculties and management 
team, Research and Innovation Cell and well equipped infrastructure, D.A.V.  has envisioned to cater the need of the 
21st Century complex and competitive corporate sector by providing students having the necessary tools and expertise 
thereby placing D.A.V.’s BBA/BBM/BBS and MBS programs at the forefront of Nepalese Academia.

ROJISH SHAKYA
Program Incharge

 Who does not want to be a boss?  If you are chasing your dream to be a boss, D.A.V. is the right choice to merit 
your requirements. Our BBA, BBM, BBS and MBS programs, apart from regular academic engagement, emphasize 
building intellectual capacities to compete in the national and international forums. In addition, we have a long-term vision 
of National Youth Policy to prepare capable entrepreneurs, creative and competent youth force with scientific and positive 
outlook. Such youth force will not only equip oneself but will also empower Nepali society in general. As we know that the 
thrust of management education is to prepare professionals who can understand the change and adopt themselves with 
the circumstances.  We meet student’s objectives by offering skilled based and competence enhancing activities. Thus, 
D.A.V. College believes that our graduates are qualified to meet the requirements of management domain.

SAMRAT MAINALI
Program Coordinator



INTRODUCTION
D.A.V. College
 D.A.V. College, affiliated to Tribhuvan University, is one of the leading education hubs in Nepal since 2003. It runs different programs for management 
students of Bachelor’s and Master’s levels. The college places strong emphasis on holistic education—D.A.V. is committed to development of “mind, body, purpose, 
spirit, and meaning”. The objectives of the college include expanding world views, enhancing global leadership, inspire for innovation and advancing the world. 

 D.A.V. offers BBA, BBM, BBS, and MBS programs. It has an excellent academic reputation across the nation. Besides, the college in its sixteen years of 
pairing alumni with upper division students, and their exposure among the professional expert in multiple domain making sure their professional networks are 
ready to grow, and setting the scene for students to take the world of work by storm as they prepare to leave the college. D.A.V. hosts several academic practices 
as everyday academic affairs such as mind mapping, incubation and management lab, national and international conferences, publications, linguistic proficiency 
programs where mentees can get help about everything from personal connections, comprehending the contemporary business milieu, knowing cultural and 
ethnic sensitivity to resume critiques and interviewing tips.

 Moreover, D.A.V.’s collaboration among the international universities such as Jain University, Bangalore, Sharda University, Delhi, FIIB, Delhi give 
exposure to students in international forum via student and faculty exchange, training, joint research, short term course, and publications. Likewise, the industrial 
collaboration offers opportunities to the students to transform their classroom knowledge into working atmosphere by means of internship, employment, research 
funding, joint CSR activities, and industrial experience sharing.   

In addition, the college offers opportunities to implant skill development trainings such as Public Speaking and Emceeing, Personality Development,  Advance 
Excel, SPSS, Business Plan Workshop, Accounting, Banking, Seminars on Research and Harvard Business Review, Image Enhancement for Job Market and 
Career Symposium and others trainings required for their professional growth. Similarly, inculcating the approaches to navigate the case, report writing and 
presentation are the everyday classroom activities. Therefore, we prepare the students to be champion in dealing with the situation round the globe in three levels: 
Organizational, Interpersonal and Leadership.

D.A.V. 
D.A.V. has received the highest credentials in 

management education in Nepal by inculcating 

a flourishing culture of zero hype and maximum 

excellence along with a rich mix of the right 

associations: commendable faculty, persistent 

collaboration among reputed academic 

institutions and industries, accomplished alumni 

and most importantly discerning head-hunters 

looking for job recommendation.



VISION
To be center of excellence that inspires to be a global citizen 

while nurturing the Human Culture.

MISSION
• Inspire to innovate and develop through management techniques.

• Spearhead entrepreneurship for sustainability.

• To inculcate values that fosters Corporate Culture. 

• To ingrain the abilities and skills to survive, adapt, improvise and 
excel in the Global world.

WE PROMISE 
D.A.V. ensures to excel your credentials further and creates 
opportunities for your future triumph with the support of committed 

mentors and lifelong friends you’ll make here.



BEYOND THE TEXT
THAT SETS OUR BENCHMARK 
• INSPIRATION FOR INNOVATION

Students are expected to explore modes to navigate rewarding ideas that inspire them in 
their professional career. 

• LEARNING FOR ATTITUDE 

The degree of positivity within the graduates would determine their career prosperity. Students 
are prepared with techniques and strategies for enhancing positive attitudes and perceptions.  

• EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Our graduates undertake filed research, live projects as well as they go through the 
internship, field trips, excursion in order to materialize their class room knowledge into 
working atmosphere. During this process a team of experts and respected faculties facilitate 
the students so that they can learn pragmatically and enhance their aptitude.   

• MIND MAPPING APPROACH

Practical approach facilitates our students to unleash their creativity. This approach has 
been expected to enhance critical and creative thinking of the students.

• RESEARCH AND PLACEMENT CELL

The Cell organizes several research-based programs to generate new issues and findings to 
question and stimulate the intellectual milieu in the campus. Similarly, the Cell, with college 
collaborators, has been a bridge to find opportunities to our students in various firms. 

• INCUBATION AND MANAGEMENT LAB

We inculcate the applied ideas required for corporate houses and business entrepreneurs 
in collaboration with the reputed firms and the professionals. Student’s regular interaction 
and visit to the respective firms familiarize corporate proceedings. The objective is to link 
student’s creativity with the corporate culture thereby enabling them to confront any of the 
possible business challenges and opportunities that may come in the future. 

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day, teach a man to fish and you 
feed him for a lifetime”. Choosing to study in D.A.V college has turned out 
to be one of the best decision I have ever made. I know it can be difficult to 
decide which college to pursue further studies with. However, if you’re thinking 
of studying BBM from highly qualified professors and homely environment, 
then D.A.V college is the best option for you.

DHARMENDRA SHAH
BBM, 2nd Semester



It was a matter of pride for me and my family to have myself securing 
the position of T.U Topper in First Semester. I would like to thank D.A.V. 
for making it happen. D.A.V. has brought a significant transformation 
within me in just a year of admission. I see myself a confident individual 
with well improved soft skills. All the exposure programs are designed 
in a way where we can improve and excel in our academic career. 
Choosing D.A.V. was the best thing I would ever have done.  

NIMISHA SHAKYA (T.U Topper)
BBA 1st Semester

• NAVIGATION OF CASE ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT

We realize that the experience to materialize the project into case studies development 
is just another hoop to jump through. This project has the potential to enhance students 
learning experience in a number of important ways: creative thinking, critical thinking, 
information literacy, inquiry and analysis, integrative learning, problem solving and written 
comprehension. 

• MENTORSHIP

D.A.V. has been operating its mentorship programs through faculty members, senior 
students, D.A.V. Alumni, business and entrepreneur collaborators to contribute student’s 
professional development. 

• PARTICIPATORY LEARNING

The college has opted the mechanism of empowering its’ students through various students-
initiated programs via four major student clubs such as media and publicity, publication, 
sports and event management, and social welfare. 

• RESEARCH JOURNALS

We publish a peer reviewed DAV Research Journal where our students are encouraged 
to write research papers and get published. The interdisciplinary journal accommodates 
articles from management, humanities and social sciences. 

• NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

D.A.V. College has been organizing international conference since 2018. The first 
international conference, "Integrating Knowledge and Technology for Sustainable 
Development" held on March 24-25, 2018. The conference hosted seventy research paper 
presentations from the scholars of ten different countries. We have printed and online 
access to all the research articles presented during the conference. The next conference has 
been scheduled for 2021 A.D.



ADVANCED EXCEL TRAINING
The Advance Excel training is launched 
to prepare the students to cope with the 
technological corporate world due to its 

implication in professional career.

LIVE PROJECT DISCUSSION AND CASE 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

The major objective of this program is to 
prepare a foundation of Research, based on 
the primary data. Meanwhile, students are 
also mentored to prepare a case out of the 

project they go through.

EDUCATIONAL CUM INDUSTRIAL VISIT 
This programme is aimed at developing 
the knowledge and ideas of the students 
regarding the industrial sector with specific 

visit to different industries.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
This programme was initiated to groom the overall 
personality of students so as to become competent to face 

the challenging world. 

 WORKSHOP ON PUBLIC SPEAKING &  EMCEE TRAINING
Public speaking being one of the important skills and the 
deciding factor in many things such as career development, 
business growth and even in the relationships with friends and 
family it was introduced as a non-credit course for the students.

 EXCEL BASED ACCOUNTING TRAINING 
An Excel based accounting training is developed to provide adequate 
accounting related practical exposure to the students. This training 
covers the issues like basic accounting procedures, financial and tax 
implications and other accounting allied issues while enhancing the 

knowledge in accounting software and Ms-Excel.
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Socialization/Enculturation is designed around new 
students, helping to uncover the answers to the questions 
they have, providing information about the college 

resources, college rules, programmes and services.

INDUCTION WEEK
Induction Week was conducted to bridge the knowledge gap of our 
students by different Resource persons from various sectors sharing 

their knowledge and experiences.

MANAGEMENT SIMULATION TRAINING PROGRAMME (MSTP)
MSTP is an interactive real case group exercise training program which imitates 
the operation of a real world system, imparts to students the competencies that 
will ultimately improve their performance in identifying problems, analyzing 

them, and taking a collective decision for workable solutions. 



SOCIOLOGICAL TOUR AND REPORT 
PRESENTATION

Sociological Tour is actually a Field Study 
Program which aims at making students 
familiarize with socio-cultural environment of 
“study community” in general and business and 

management related activities in particular. 

SPSS TRAINING
This training focuses on facilitating the students 
for the research activities through the means of 

data analysis.

SEMINAR ON HARVARD BUSINESS 
REVIEW

This seminar series is intended to familiarize 
the students regarding various business issues 
within Harvard Business Review magazine.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION & NEPAL 
RASTRA BANK EXAM PREPARATION

This workshop offers an interactive platform 
for students to get themselves prepared for 
the Public Service Commission and Nepal 

Rastra Bank examination.

SEMINAR ON SUMMER PROJECT 
The Seminar Series focuses on the management 

based research and its implications.

SEMINAR ON BUSINESS RESEARCH 
ARTICLE PREPARATION & PUBILCATION
This seminar establish the platform for the 
students to write full research paper and 
convert it into article and have it prepared 
for the publication in various national and 

international journals.

ECA EVENTS 
The events like Welcome and Award Distribution 
Ceremony, Annual Sports Week and Shankar 
Lal Kedia Memrorial Futsal Tournament are the 

major ECA events in D.A.V. 

VISUAL AD -MAKING AND 
PRESENTATION

This practical approach is the vital means to 
gain the first hand experience on preparing 
the commercial visual advertisement and its’ 

basic requisites.

WORKSHOP ON BUSINESS PLAN AND 
BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

The workshop facilitates the entrepreneurial 
journey of students by empowering them 
with all the pre-requisites of business plan 

preparation and idea pitching.

CSR ACTIVITIES
The students via Student Welfare Club 
performs various CSR activities such as Blood 
Donation, dental camp, eye camp, food and 

stationary donation and alike.

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT FOR JOB 
MARKET AND CAREER SYMPOSIUM

Students are provided with training relating 
to personality, appearance etc along with the 
CV preparation to have them prepared for the 
job market. It also gives them an opportunity 
to have first-hand interaction with CEOs & 
HR managers from Job Placement Agencies, 
Banking, IT, Insurance, INGO and various 
corporate sectors through a Career Symposium.

GRADUATION CEREMONY
This is an annual ceremony designed to 
celebrate the four years journey of the students.



“We Don’t Teach, We 
Create an Environment 
for Learning”

- Anil Kedia

Browse through 
ample books and 
materials in library 
and e-library.

National and 
International 
visits.

Stay fit at 
the outdoor 
gymnasium

Achieve 
your dream 
without any 
distraction

Find the inner 
peace through 
yoga and 
meditation

Guest lectures, seminars, events 
& workshops in auditorium

Stay connected through 
seamless WI-FI network

Relax by playing 
many outdoor & 
indoor games

Hi-tech 
labs & 
research 
centers

Discover 
hygienic cuisine 
and refreshing 
ambience
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D.A.V. provides an environment where you can develop your 
academic as well as behavioral credentials. Our infrastructure 
includes academic support, sports facilities, culture and 
entertainment that facilitate your motive to excel in one way or 
another.



LIBRARY BANGKOK
TOUR

MUKTINATH 
TOUR

MEDITATION

COMPUTER
LAB

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

WI-FI
ACCESS

SPORTS
FACILITIES

CAFETERIA

OUTDOOR
GYMNASIUM

GHALE GAUN 
TOUR

CHITRE
TOUR



STUDENTS PARTICIPATION
Students at D.A.V. are encouraged to participate in classroom discussion and interaction 

with subject teachers. They are also egged on to share their ideas among themselves 

and, after enough contemplation and deliberation, to translate them into actions. We 

impress upon our students to cultivate and apply their dormant qualities and inner 

strengths so that they will be able to meet challenges in their field. We also make them 

take to social work in order to practically hone in their interpersonal skills.

While thinking about D.A.V I think of a platform that can develop our 
understanding of academic as well as non academic sectors. It is a place 
where we can grow internally and externally with constant intervention insight. 

ABHISEKH BASNET
BBA 4th Semester

LEARNING THEORY AND PRACTICE
D.A.V. College offers a truly learning-friendly atmosphere. It has made a break with the 

traditions of rote and lecture through interactive classroom teaching. There is a great 

bit of focus on class work and classroom discussion.



ADMISSION PROCEDURE
Students seeking admission for BBA/BBM Program must fill in application forms with all details, 
including personal information and previous academic records. The selection of students shall be 

based on a two-step process:  written test and interview.

ADMISSION TIME
Admission at D.A.V. College begins in the month of August/ September every year in accordance 
with the university and/or college calendar.

ELIGIBILITY
A candidate seeking admission for BBA/BBM program must fulfill the following requirements:
• Minimum D+ grade in each subject of grade 11 and 12 with CGPA 1.8 or more
 Or
• Minimum score of second division marks in 10+2, PCL or Equivalent in any discipline. 
 Or
• Students who have passed grade 11 and are waiting for grade 12 results can also apply. However, 

they have to submit passed certificate of grade 12 at the time of admission.

A candidate seeking admission for BBS program must fulfill the following requirements:
• Applicants must have minimum of D+ Grade in aggregate in examination of +2 equivalents in any 

discipline from Board or University.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION
Internal assessment evaluation includes first and second assessments and pre-
semester (Send-up) test, which constitute 40% marks. The marking for the internal 
evaluation of students’ performance has been carved into following sub-divisions:
• I and II  Assessment
• Group Discussion/ Problem Solving
• Pre-Semester (Send-up) tests
• Case Study / Presentation
• Attendance
• Field or Project Work
• Discipline
• Home / Class Assignment

THE SEMESTER-END EXAMINATION
The end-of-the semester examination shall have a total weightage of 60%. The 
office of The Dean, Tribhuvan University, conducts the examination. The TU Exam 
includes problem-solving questions, analytical questions, and case studies.

SUSHIL KHADKA
Counselor



D.A.V. COLLABORATIONS
The modern academic and industrial era look into partnerships and collaborations to excel proficiency. Thus, D.A.V. College offers an amalgamation of resources and knowledge with 

various domestic and global academic sectors and industries.

With Lalitpur Chamber of Commerce & Industries

With Sipradi Trading Pvt. Ltd.

With Teach for NepalWith Growth Sellers Pvt. Ltd.

RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES 

COLLABORATIONS

 INTERNSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES

 INDUSTRIAL 
EXPERIENCE

SHARING

JOINT
CSR

ACTIVITIES

 EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

DOMESTIC
MoUs
WITH

INDUSTRIES



I am glad to have chosen D.A.V. for my undergraduate career. The 
support and dedicated effort of the faculty members and management 
team have helped me to become a T.U topper in the First Semester. 
The gesture shown by the management over this achievement has 
encouraged me to work even harder in days to come. I believe that the 
learning environment of the college has been a key to my success. With 
the support of the faculty members and management team, I will try to 
justify my position and achievement in future too.

NINGWA SHAMA RAI (T.U Topper)
BBA 1st Semester

FACULTY
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

STUDENT
EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS

SHORT
TERM

TRAININGS 

SEMINARS AND 
ACADEMIC 
MEETINGS

JOINT
RESEARCH
PROGRAMS

INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMIC

MoUs

With Sharda University, Delhi

With Jain University, Bengaluru

With FIIB, Delhi







INTERNSHIP/ PLACEMENT
D.A.V. College as an integral part of its educational program, offers students 
an outdoor learning opportunity to develop professional skills and experiences. 
This can further help them to enhance their academic performance, personality 
and future prospect. During the internship, students work for different sectors: 
banking, insurance, hotel, aviation, corporate and development sectors, etc. 
Kedia Group also offers internship opportunities to D.A.V.’s students. The 
established MOUs between D.A.V. and different organizations regarding 
internship have also broadened the scope of internship for D.A.V.ians. In fact, 
internship provides practical knowledge and professional skills that can open 
the door to further success in the national and global arenas.

REGULAR RECRUITERS
D.A.V. has been privileged to have many renowned recruiters visiting for 
college placement regularly and through Career Symposium. This faith can be 
credited to the trust the college has maintained in the job market and exemplary 
performance exhibited by our alumni working with various organizations at 
different levels and locations.

REGULAR RECRUITERS & PLACEMENT PARTNERS

RECRUITERS VOICE
D.A.V. College is a pioneer college which has been providing world class human resource in the job 
market. The management has understood the essence of education and the demand of the job market. 
Hence, the college has designed unique programs which enhances the skill level of it’s’ students. The 
exposure it has been providing has helped the students to learn the organizational culture and the 
relevant behavioral and technical requirements to excel in the job they work for. I am pleased to have 
D.A.V. students working for my organization and I must say that their caliber is really commendable

– Tekraj Sharma, GM- HR, K.L. Dugar Group



COMPUTER 
LAB-2

CAFETERIA

LIBRARY
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OUR INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES
D.A.V. College, set amidst a sprawling area at Jawalakhel, has all the facilities and amenities required for a standard 
academia. Although it is centrally located in the center of Laltipur, it has managed to offer a peaceful ambience. D.A.V. 
also has a strong research cell and facility alongside state-of-the-art infrastructure. 
We provide our students and faculties all the requisite facilities to help in their quest for knowledge and future possibilities 
and performances.

COMPUTER 
LAB-1

BUDDHA
HALL

PRATIK
HALL

JETVAN
HALL

SUJATA
HALL



AN OVERVIEW OF BBA 
PROGRAM
BBA, affiliated to Tribhuvan University, is a four-
year (eight semesters) program that consists 
of 120 credit hours. The curriculum equips 
students with contemporary concepts, tools 
and techniques of management and provides 
opportunities to gain expertise in any one of 
the functional areas of management.

AN OVERVIEW OF BBM 
PROGRAM
BBM, affiliated to Tribhuvan University, is a four-
year (eight semesters) program that consists 
of 120 credit hours. The BBM program offers 
an intellectually challenging curriculum which 
provides students with wisdom for careers in 
business and entrepreneurship.

AN OVERVIEW OF BBS 
PROGRAM
BBS program, affiliated to Tribhuvan University, aims 
to provide the students with applied business studies 
to make them academically as well as practically 
competent professionals in the field of business affairs 
in the present global context.
The running of the BBS program at D.A.V. is modeled 
after its much-acclaimed BBA variant. The college 
replicates its BBA mode of nurturing its students 
through daily presentations, assignments or special 
lectures, and extra-credit courses and trainings. 

As a college of a modern century, D.A.V. prepares its student to be leaders. 
With its experienced and qualified faculty members, it never fails to provide 
excellent result as a management institution. I personally have been able to 
explore and develop my skills after joining D.A.V Therefore, it is the right 
destination for student who desire to outshine in this competitive word.

SUMAN TAMANG
BBA 2nd Semester



GRADUATE TRACER SURVEY

Arzoo Khadka
Janata BankCitizens Bank NIC Asia Himalayan Bank Entrepreneur Cooperative Global IME Janata Bank Standard Chartered 

Bank
Beema Samiti Nepal SBI Bank Mega Bank

Laxmi BankNepal SBI BankCentury Bank Smart CellGlobal IME

VOW Magazine Rastriya Beema 
Sansthan

Jayanti Upadhyay
Siddhartha Bank

Priyanka Sindurakar
Siddhartha Bank

Siwani Shrestha
Mega Bank

Anjali Shrestha
Step One Global

Nabin Kandel
Bank of Kathmandu

Samir Maharjan
Vianet

Pradip Tiwari
Kumari Bank

Mili Bajracharya
Janata Bank

Sabujung Bhusal
Vianet

Manish Bilas Pant
Siddhartha Bank

Alina Tandukar
Vianet

Yasmine Shakya
Siddhartha Bank

Krishna Kumar Thapa
Nepal SBI Bank

Sabita Dahal
Mediciti Hospital

Rehghen Shakya
Prabhu Bank

Ranjana Tharu
Nepal Bank

Terisha Maharjan
Standard Chartered 

Bank

Duju Parajuli
Dekhapadi.com

Ravi Shah
Entrpreneur

Ayusha Tamrakar
Everest Bank

Sujina Bajracharya
Laxmi Bank

Barsha Shrestha
Siddhartha Bank

Purnima Dangol
Civil Bank

Puja Bohara
Civil Bank

Niru Maharjan
Janata Bank

Abbhi KC
Sunrise Bank

Mayaju Maharjan
ICIMOD

Manima Karki
DAV College

Aditya Shrestha
NIBL

Anamika Shrestha
Growth Sellers

Sujata Khatiwada
Teach for Nepal

Ashma Sigdel
Nepal Life

Pragya Shrestha
NIC Asia

Nepal Bank

Nepal SBI Bank

Laxmi Bank Prime Life 
Insurance

Access World Construction 
Company

Global IMEEntrepreneurUNDPJyoti Bikas BankTimes
Pharmaceuticals

Metlife Alico Nepal Bank

Civil BankSunrise BankeSewa H.A. Hydropower 
Pvt. Ltd.

LG International 
Trading Co.

NMB Bank Sanima Bank Kailash Bikas Bank Skoda Civil Group Pvt. Ltd. Citizens Bank Toyota Motors Janata Bank Ltd.

Colors Mobile DAV Business 
School

NIC Asia

Nepal BankCivil Bank Himalayan BeverageEntrepreneur Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur Botlers Pvt. Ltd. International
Marketing Srvices

Nepal Rastra Bank Machhapuchhre 
Bank

Machhapuchhre 
Bank

Mega Bank Siddhartha Bank

Siddhartha Bank

Prabhu Bank Rastriya Banijya 
Bank

Global IME

Rastriya Bima 
Company

Sony Thapa
NIBL

Shristy Shrestha
TU

Rima Maharjan
NIC Asia

Semolina Maharjan
Siddhartha Bank

Juli Bajracharya
Sunrise Bank

Machhapuchhre 
Bank

Nepal Bank Ltd.Bank of KathmanduReliance Lotus 
Finance Ltd.

Nepal PoliceCivil BankNCell Pvt. Ltd.Standard Chartered 
Bank



• Prof. Dr. Ramji Gautam (PhD, TU) 
• Asso. Prof. Dr. Manoj K. Chaudhary (PhD, TU)
• Asso. Prof. Dr. Sajeev Kumar Shrestha (PhD, TU)
• Dr. Balaram Chapagain (PhD, TU)
• Dr. Dhundi raj Bhattarai (PhD, TU)
• Dr. Lekh Nath Dhakal (PhD, English, TU)
• Dr. Mahesh Maharjan
• Mr. Anil Shrestha
• Mr. Ankit Shrestha
• Mr. Anup Jung Basnet (MBA, KU)
• Mr. Babu Raja Tandukar
• Mr. Bhishma Prasai
• Mr. Bibek Paudel (MBA, PU)
• Mr. Bijaya Ghimire (Chartered Accountant)
• Mr. Bipin Subedi (LLM, Hungary)

• Mr. Binod Nar Singh Shrestha 
(Kumari Bank)

• Mr. Bipul Poudel
• Mr. Birat Shrestha (MBA- KU)
• Mr. Bishnu Giri (MBA, M. Phil, TU)
• Mr. DD Pathak (M. Phil. Scholar,TU)
• Mr. Dipak Neupane
• Mr. Durgesh Shrestha
• Mr. Ganesh Poudel
• Mr. Ganga Man Maharjan
• Mr. Hemanta Rai
• Mr. Jagadish Neupane
• Mr. Jhabindra Pokharel
• Mr. Keshav Kafle
• Mr. Keshav Panthi

REGULAR AND VISITING FACULTY MEMBERS
• Mr. Khim Khandel (MBA- TU, MA in 

HRM, Bolton University, UK)
• Mr. Megh Raj Adhikari
• Mr. Madan Dhungana
• Mr. Madhav Bhusal
• Mr. Madhav Adhikari 
• Mr. Narayan Kandel
• Mr. Nabin Bhandari
• Mr. Nimesh Pokharel
• Mr. Padam Dangol (PhD Scholar)
• Mr. Pitamber Lamichhane (M. Phil.,TU)
• Mr. Pravash Raut 
• Mr. Rabindra Sharma
• Mr. Rajeev Bhandari
• Mr. Rajesh Chaudhary

• Mr. Ram Karki
• Mr. Ram Mani Devkota
• Mr. Rojish Shakya (MBA, University of 

Gloucestershire, UK)
• Mr. Rudra Prasad Ghimire (M, Phil., TU, 

PhD Scholar)
• Mr. Samrat Mainali
• Mr. Sandesh Dhakal
• Mr.Sanjay Gautam
• Mr. Sushil Awale (M.Phil)
• Mrs. Aakasha Bajracharya (MBA, TU)
• Mrs. Anita Kasaju Shrestha (M. Phil., TU)
• Mrs. Prabina Bhatta
• Ms. Noora Shrestha
• Ms. Yatra Neupane

The main motto of D.A.V is to “Be a Boss Tomorrow” and has already past 16 
years of service to fulfill this dream and to see the product they have transferred 
in a job market. D.A.V has achieved various achievements considering one 
of the best business college in Nepal surrounded with pleasant and clean 
environment along with the education provided from a professor graduated 
from various known universities. It is the best business college in Nepal 
considering its standard, results, friendly & social environment.

SUSANT PAUDEL
BBA 6th semester



ACADEMICIANS AND PRACTIONERS (Guest Speakers)
Prof. Dr. Anil Sarin Dean, Manavrachana International University, India
Prof. Dr. Bishwamvar Pyakurel Central Department of Economics, TU
Prof. Dr. D. B. Chettri Professor, Central Department of Statistics, TU
Prof. Dr. Dev Raj Adhikari Member Secretary, UGC Nepal
Prof. Dr. Dharma Bhavuk (USA) USA
Prof. Dr. Dilli Raj Sharma Dean, Faculty of Management, TU
Prof. Dr. Farok Contractor (USA) USA
Prof. Dr. Garry Burton (USA) USA
Prof. Dr. Himendu P. Mathur BHU, India
Prof. Dr. Karina R. Jensen NEOMA Business School, France
Prof. Dr. Kirti Agarwal Editor-in-chief, KAAV Publication, India
Prof. Dr. Pushkar Man Bajracharya Central Department of Management, TU
Prof. Dr. Sailendra Singh President, National Academy of Psychology, Indial
Prof. Dr. Santosh Raj Paudel Professor, Central Department of Management, TU
Prof. Dr. Yang Kaijun Hohai University, Chaina
Dr. Bimal Koirala Professor, Central Department of Management, TU
Dr. Chiranjivi Nepal Governor, Nepal Rastra Bank
Dr. Ellen Lewis,  Hull University, UK
Dr. Jagadish Chandra Pokharel Former Vice- Chairman, National Planning Commission
Dr. Dadhi Adhikari Senior Economist
Dr. Rahul Singh BIMTEC, New Delhi
Mr. Abi Singh Director- Step One Global
Mr. Ajit Bhattarai Head - Operations and Logistics, Kumari bank Limited
Mr. Anand Tuladhar Entrepreneur
Mr. Anil Chitrakar Social Enterpreneur
Mr. Anil Kedia Executive Director, Kedia Organization
Mr. Anil Keshary Shah CEO, Mega Bank Nepal Limited
Mr. Bhuban Raj Joshi General Manager, Human Resources, Vishal Group
Mr. Bhuwan Dahal CEO, Sanima Bank Ltd.
Mr. Bodh Raj Devkota Assistant General Manager - Credit and Marketing, Citizens Bank International Limited
Mr. Dipak Shiwakoti Chartered Accountant
Mr. G.P. Aryal GM, Hotel Grand
Mr. Ganesh Raj Pokhrel Assistant General Manager - General Administration, Finance and IT/Company Secretary
Mr. Krishna Hari Baskota Secretary, Ministry of Finance
Mr. Kush Kumar Joshi Former President, FNCCI
Mr. Madan Aryal (CA) MD- M.Aryal and Associates
Mr. Milan Nepali HR Head, BATAS Organization
Mr. Prabhat Rimal CEO, Facelift
Mr. Rajan Singh Bhandari CEO, Citizen Bank International Limited
Mr. Rajendra Khetan Chairman, Khetan Group
Mr. Rajesh Hamal Nepali Film Star
Mr. Roshan Neupane Head Internal Audit, Bank of Asia Limited
Mr. Satish Joshi Kead Finance, Himalayan Bank Limited
Mr. Shankar Pandey Former Secretary, Ministry of Education
Mr. Shekhar Golcha Executive Director, Hansharaj Hulaschand and Company Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. Tanka Bhattarai HR Head, Shankar Group
Mr. Tekraj Sharma GM- HR, K.L. Dugar Group 
Mr. Upendra Poudyal CEO, NMB Bank Ltd
Ms. Anju Pant HR Head, Bank of Kathmandu Lumbini
Ms. Malvika Subba Media Personality/Professional Trainer
Ms. Rachana Gurung Sharma Professional Trainer
Ms. Richa Pandey HR Head, Machhapuchhre Bank
Ms. Sugarika K.C. Media Personality/Social Entrepreneur
Mr. Satyendra Timilsina Director- Nepal Rastra Bank
Ms. Tulja Kedia Professional Trainer
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STUDENTS CLUB
The mission of the DAV students club is to provide opportunities for students to pursue their 
personal, professional and academic goals in student-led organizations. To enhance their 
educational experience, students are encouraged to participate in group activities that allow 
them to develop personal and professional relationships, leadership and organizational skills, 

and serve the community.

PUBLICATION CLUB
MISSION 
The club will engage students in publishing various articles, bulletin notices, magazines and 
journals throughout the academic year. Not only that, but the club will also conduct activities 
that will engage college students in practicing various skills they possess.

VISION 
The club vision is to grow into a platform that will coax out their academic writing skills, 
creativity, research skills and make the most out of opportunity presented to the students by 
engaging students in various activities- small or large. The club will not only limit itself to pen 
and paper but also brush upon important skills and knowledge a manager must possess such 
as working under deadlines, pressure, presenting one’s ideas clearly and negotiating with 
people coming from different walks of life. 

MEDIA AND PUBLICITY CLUB
MISSION 
The club aims to be the main liaison with other clubs and 
promote achievements and events via media outlets.

VISION 
The club aspires to be a network platform for all DAV 
students with establishment of ongoing publicity campaign 
and consistent promotional activities.



SPORTS AND EVENT MANAGEMENT CLUB
MISSION 
Sports and Event Management Club undertakes upon itself the task of achieving 
hihg ECA performance. To achieve this mission, the club takes pride in its dedicated 
members and pool of structured programs. 

VISION 
The vision of Sports and Event Management Club is to organize college related 
programs creatively and in a systematic way to add value in student’s career. This 
club wants to create a leadership quality, learning ability and high conscientious 
among the students.

SOCIAL WELFARE CLUB
MISSION 
To works for the social development and integration of under privileged 
individuals, groups and communities of our society.

VISION 
Our works aim to break the vicious cycle of problem of society and to restore 
hope for better future. We believe the every student gets opportunities in order 
to live and develop with dignity and to become an active and contributing 
member of our society.

Four years journey in D.A.V. College has made me a person 
who can complete and stay strong in any circumstances. It 
has provided the platform for all the students to not only apply 
theoretical knowledge into practical but also to enhance their 
leadership skills through various extra-curricular activities. This 
entire years spent in this college has molded me to be a better 
person and it is only possible because of the support of faculties 
and all the teachers.

SAGMA MAHARJAN
BBA 8th Semester

You only fail when you stop trying. And D.A.V. has always 
provided push factor and never let me stopped. The skills 
& learning provided through various programs and every 
individual in D.A.V. from administrative staffs, faculties & 
friends have guided me to be refined version of myself. 
The 4 years construction phase will always be one of my 
memories for my endeavors.

ROHAN MAHARJAN
BBA 8th Semester



INISHA MAHARJAN
7th Sem
GPA 3.98

DIMPI SINGH
7th Sem
GPA 4.00

SHRISTI DANGOL
7th Sem
GPA 4.00

SUJATA TIMSINA
7th Sem
GPA 4.00

SAJANI MAHARJAN
8th Sem
GPA 4.00

POOJA SHRESTHA
6th Sem
GPA 3.96

• Best Undergraduate B-School Award (BBA-BBS) for year 2014, 2017, 2018 & 
2019 (National Business Schools Rating-Ranking-Awards).

• Outstanding result in BBA program—T.U. Toppers: Nimisha Shakya and 
Ningwa Shama Rai in first semsester, Sneha Amatya and Deepa K.C. in second 
semester, Jarina Tuladhar and Riddina Shakya in third semester, Anisha Shahi in 
Fifth semester, Dimpi Singh and Shristi Dangol in BBA Seventh semester, Sujata 
Timsina and Inisha Maharjan in Eight semester, 

• MoUs with different organizations like Lalitpur Chamber of Commerce and 
Industries, Nepal Tourism Board, Step One Global, GrowthSellers, Yeti Carpet, 
NIIT, Shankar Group, Batas Organization, Teach for Nepal, Bank of Kathmandu 
Lumbini, Janta Bank, Machhapuchhre Bank Ltd., etc. for job placement.

• MoUs with different International Universities like Sharda University, India, FIIB, 
India, Jain University, India.

D.A.V. TAKES PRIDE IN HAVING ACHIEVED:

T.U. TOPPPERS FROM D.A.V.

• Winner of DCX University Trading Challenge Cup – 2016

• First Runner up of Stock Picking Competition – 2016 

• Winner of 13th International Youth Festival “Ghoomar” 2015 

• Recognition Certificate for Quality Education conferred on D.A.V. by International 

Certification Service (Asia) Pvt. Ltd. 

• Publication of D.A.V. Research Journal.

• Publication of Business Magazine (Inception) by students. 

• Publication of Souvenir (Qualifier’s Vision) by students.

• High rate of job placement in different firms/ banks and other business organizations.

• Recognition of the quality of D.A.V.’s interns by reputed Banks and Industrial 

Institutions.

SNEHA AMATYA
2nd Sem
GPA 3.90

NIMISHA SHAKYA
1st Sem

GPA 3.99

ANISHA SHAHI
5th Sem
GPA 3.94

DEEPA K.C.
2nd Sem
GPA 3.98

JARINA TULADHAR
3rd Sem
GPA 4.00

RIDDINA SHAKYA
3rd Sem
GPA 3.96

NINGWA SHAMA RAI
1st Sem

GPA 3.99



Awarded
“Best Business School - 2014, 2017, 2018, and 2019”

MESSAGE FROM THE RESEARCH AND INNOVATION CELL (RIC)
The academic journey from High School to the University Degree is something that keeps a student’s mind 
occupied with the cluster of dilemmas.  We believe, D.A.V., along with the intellectual support of, RIC has 
been playing a significant role in filling up this gap. At this juncture, there is a need to focus more on Research 
and Innovation activities in all level of management education. D.A.V. College has already established its 
benchmark in the process of dealing with young and innovative minds through the instigation of different soft 
and hard skill based programs. In this context, RIC has placed itself as a platform for the value creation.

RIC has been designed to provide the foundation of research and innovation, discussion on emerging issues, 
socio-economic analysis on potential areas of management and development with a sole motive to equip 
BBA, BBM, BBS and MBS students with the knowledge to function and to cope in diverse environments. In 
this aspect, RIC has been playing the significant role through the support in research activities and other 
academic upliftment of our graduates.  

The RIC supervises and guides students’ research work. We mentor students’ to prepare them for national and 
international paper presentation in conferences and get them published. D.A.V.  International Conference 
itself has been a huge platform for the students to showcase their knowledge and research ability. 

We are looking forward to conducting research with you.
Members 
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